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【Outline of survey】  
It is urgent to develop alternative lubricant that does not contain sulfur and phosphorus from the 

point of view of environmental friendly and achievement of reliable mechanics. Therefore, it is 
strongly demanded to establish the novel methodology to investigate dynamics behavior of 
lubricant as well as involved chemical reaction in nano space under friction. This needs deeply 
understand of fundamental of conventional additive in a lubricant and anti-wear phenomena. We 
have successfully developed tribochemical simulator, “Hybrid-Colors”, which enables to simulate 
mechanical friction with consideration of chemical reaction. On the other hand, we have recently
developed ultra-accelerated quantum chemical molecular dynamics that is faster by 10 million in 
computational speed than conventional first-principles molecular dynamics. In this study, we 
challenge to develop “Multi-level Tribological Simulator” based on the ultra-accelerated quantum 
chemical molecular dynamics and recently developed simulators related to the tribology, which 
makes possible to investigate the phenomena observed in tribology field from electronic-level to 
macroscopic-level. 
【Expected results】  

In this study, “Multi-level Tribological Simulator” is developed based on both an 
ultra-accelerated quantum chemical molecular dynamics and recently our developed simulators. 
This simulator models chemical reaction under friction from electronic-level to 
macroscopic-level. Moreover, several utilization tools for this simulator such as potential 
parameter fitting simulator based on precise quantum mechanics are also developed. This 
developed simulator is verified by applying to practical problem of mechanochemical reaction, 
e.g. lubricant additive for automobile, and comparing with the experimental observation. 
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